Yes, that is the essential sense of the aesthetic whole in all that we call
'classic' architecture.
Now this ancient, honourable enough at the time, idea of a building,
that is to say, masonry-mass as such, ornamented outside and ornamented
inside, is now a serious set-back for any plastic architecture in our civiliza-
tion that would look toward freedom to form a sound ethical basis in the
proper use of entirely new materials by entirely new methods. Indeed,
the survival of this 'classic' ideal, be it modified as ' Colonial* or what have
you in the circumstances, is mostly what interferes with any hope we
have for a fruitful pattern for living a free democratic life in our great
country as of today.
THE SYMBOL OF AUTHORITY
The dome, this hang-over of the ancient and feudal (still pagan) ideal
of building received its final illumination, therefore its ruination, in the
500-year-long decadence of the European Renaissance. Michelangelo,
great sculptor that he was, crashed the crumbling ruin when in Rome he
finally hurled the Pantheon on top of the Parthenon. The result of the
great Italian's impulsive indiscretion was named St. Peter's. The world
agreed that it was a day, celebrating the great act ever since in the
sincerest form of flattery possible. Specialists in it ourselves, as we well
know that supreme flattery is imitation.
Now, Buonarotti, being a sculptor, naturally set about making the
grandest statue (call it a building) that he could conceive coming out of the
Italian Renaissance of his day. This great new church dome of his, St.
Peter's, was empty of meaning, had no significance at all except as the
Pope's mitre has it, or had it. But although this upstart dome was violating
all the principles of good construction, it nevertheless seemed to be just the
sort of thing temporal authority had been looking for as a showy symbol*
A label. And the unnatural dome up on stilts became the symbol of great
authority, holy or unholy. A ponderous anachronism has become accepted
officially to characterize and idealize authority in all civilized countries
both great and small.
Before Michelangelo turned architect, domes had their haunches, that
is to say the thrust of the dome (a dome is an arch), well down within the
building itself. St. Sophia is a noble example of true doming, but it was
built when the Roman empire was oriental. The Orientals first knew the
beauty and value of a real dome.
But the great sculptor now divorced his dome from the mere matter of
reality. So he got it up higher than all other domes. He got it way up above
the building, up into the blue sky resting on high stilts. He called the stilts
columns. Ah, that was better. So much more grand! But history records
cracks seen opening in the base of the dome before it was finished. The
massive masonry arch—a dome is an arch—was pushing out on all sides,
with nothing but air to push against. Thus the dome itself and the stilts
upon which the great arched mass stood became an awful threat to human
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